**RECOMMENDED KEYPAD LAYOUT DIMENSIONS**

1. Minimum distance from edge of keypad: 1.0 mm.
2. Typical membrane dimension: key size +2.5 mm.
3. Typical guide hole spacing: 30-50 mm.
4. Minimum radius dimension: 2.0 mm.
5. Typical corner radius dimension: =>1.0 mm.
6. Minimum key pitch dimension: =>4.0 mm.
7. Minimum guide hole dimension: =>1.5 mm.
8. Minimum distance from hole to switch web: 1.0 mm
9. Minimum membrane spacing dimension: 1.0 mm.

---

**RECOMMENDED KEYPAD AND BEZEL DIMENSIONS**

1. Minimum clearance between bezel and keys: 0.3 mm.
2. Minimum key pitch dimension: 4.0 mm.
3. Typical pill size dimension (circular pills): 2.0 - 8.0 mm.
4. Typical pill thickness dimension: 0.4 - 0.5 mm.
5. Typical chamfer angle dimension: 45°.
6. Typical chamfer dimension: 0.5 mm.
7. Typical air channel dimension: 1.5 ~ 2.0 mm.
8. Typical base thickness dimension: 1.0 mm.
SILK SCREEN PRINTING GUIDELINES
MINIMUM GRAPHICS LINE AND LEGEND SPACING

RECOMMENDED PRINTABLE AREA
KEYTOPS WITH FLAT TOP SURFACES

W = Printable area (colors)
W1 = Graphics area
Maximum graphics area W1<=W - 0.4[mm]

RECOMMENDED PRINTABLE AREA
KEYTOPS WITH SPHERICAL SURFACES

W = Printable area (colors)
Maximum graphics area W<=(2 x B x Tan(Q) x R+053) [mm]
Elastomer Keypads

TACTILE FEEL

Creating the correct tactile “feel” is the art of elastomer keypad design and manufacturing. Defining tactile feel is a very complex task as so much of the final design decision is based upon subjective information.

Four major features found in elastomer keypads are interactive in determining the tactile feel of the finished product: actuation force, key travel, contact force and return force. The key element arising from this combination is the Snap Ratio, which is defined as:

\[
\text{Snap Ratio} = \frac{F_1 - F_2}{F_1}
\]

Where \( F_1 \) = Actuation (or Peak) Force and \( F_2 \) = Contact Force.

To design a keypad with a strong tactile feel the snap ratio must be a minimum of 0.4, and ideally 0.5 or greater. A snap ratio less than 0.4 will exhibit a weak tactile feel, but will have a longer life. This relationship may be expressed as a Force Deflection Curve.

Another important design consideration is the Return Force (F3), typically 25-30% of the Actuation Force but at least 30 gm to avoid sticking keys.

If you need additional assistance in determining the ideal tactile feel for your project, please contact EECO Switch for our FREE Elastomer Keypad Force/Stroke evaluator. This keypad design aid was designed especially by EECO to allow you to feel the differences between various stroke and actuation force values. **Call EECO Today!**